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Dialectics, originating from debate in Ancient Greece, consists in equal 
conversation and cooperative producing of truth. However such dialectics was finally 
replaced by objective-concept dialectics as a scientific instrument during the 
evolvement of western rationalistic civilization. While contemporary human involved 
in culture-wars, they fall back to ancient eclectic dialectics. To be surprise, when we 
reconsider what can Chinese devote to human future, we discover that ancient 
Chinese culture actually represents the very essence of dialectics though Chinese 
themselves never recognize the concept of dialectics. 
The Chinese spiritual life is composed of the pattern of comprising rivals into 
progress, which can be found in such as, Chinese characters, the worship of folklore 
God Zhangwang in Southern Song China, and complex images of God Guangong, 
who indicates that it is the eclectic nature that constantly drives the Chinese culture 
growing and developing well.  
Confucians mastered that dialectics during the distinctness and debate against 
rival cultures, as well as getting along with common life of each ages, through which 
Confucianism tradition has been extending further alive till today. Contemporary 
Confucians now apply that dialectics into explaining and solving issues of today, to 
help contemporary Chinese inherit confucian culture and harmonize past and now. In 
some sense, this dialectics is not so much a bridge connecting past to modern as a 
revelation of the very spiritual essence of Chinese culture.  
Chinese dialectics is not only a promising solution to extend traditional Chinese 
culture but also to all the human being on the earth. Compared to western 
unified- in-one pattern, Chinese variance- in-one pattern is relatively more appropriate 
and effective for the salvation blessing of human kind.  
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